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Abstract
Researchers have argued that, recognition systems trained with
gender specific speech signals outperform than corresponding
systems not taking gender information into account. In this
context, detection of speech signals colored with emotion remains
a challenge as the emotional contents in speech signal is little
understood. Recognition of gender information in speech signal
is crucial in speaker annotation, speaker diarization, speaker
clustering, social robots, interactive TV programming, multimedia retrieval, bio-metrics and host of other such application.
One such attempt is taken here to characterize and classify
speech emotions based on gender specific information using
frequency informative features. Fundamental frequency, formants,
magnitude and amplitude of spectrum are extracted from angry,
fear and happy speech emotions for characterizing the emotions
to distinguish different gender. The information is used as features
for classification of speech emotions using K-means classifier. The
results are promising and have provided an improved accuracy
above 5% for gender specific emotion recognition as compared to
corresponding gender independent speech emotion recognition.
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I. Introduction
Application domain such as speaker diarization, speaker indexing,
annotation, speaker clustering, voice synthesis, social robots,
biometrics, retrieval of multimedia databases, interactive TV,
designing effective programming environment etc. needs an
effective human computer interface that can recognize speaker
gender. It remains a complex issue when the speech signal is
colored with emotions, since the emotions are ill-defined due
to overlapping and confusing nature. Expressive emotions vary
widely between genders hence it poses difficulty in gender based
emotion classification. The commonly used pitch feature for
gender detection and emotion identification is time variant and
based on the emotional state of the speaker [1]. Further, gender
information is phoneme independent and time invariant in nature
that makes the area challenging [2].
Literatures in this direction advocates inclusion of gender
information for improvement of human speech emotion
recognition. Comparison on two emotional databases (Danish
and Berlin) for classification of gender using a pool of 1379
features has been attempted in [3]. The authors applied branch
and bound feature selection approach to reduce the features for
identification of human gender with Support vector machine
classifier. The gender dependent models outperformed the gender
independent model as claimed by the authors. An improvement
in accuracy has been observed in recognition of human speech
emotion when gender information was included in its recognition
[4]. Recognition of gender specific speech emotion has been
attempted using utterances of SmartKom and BDES database with
highest accuracy of 91.65% [5]. Ververidis et al., have considered
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gender information in classifying five classes of speech emotions
from Danish Emotional Speech database using prosodic statistics
[6]. Using Bayes classifier with Gaussian probabilistic density
functions, the authors reported an improved accuracy of about
7% for male speech and 3% for female speech as compared to
corresponding gender independent speech emotion recognition.
Extracting suitable features of emotional speech signal that
provides gender information is an issue needs further attention.
The problem is aggravated as emotional database that comprising
both gender are not readily available. Among speech features, pitch
can provide distinctive physiologically trait of a speaker gender.
It is the fundamental frequency at which the vocal cord vibrates
during conversation. Due to longer and thicker male vocal folds,
the pitch is lower for male than female and children [7]. The authors
have proposed gender recognition for smartphone application
based on pitch based features. Further, the vocal tract resonates
at different frequencies during emotional outbursts. Arguably, the
frequency information contained in the signal will vary between
genders and between emotions. The resonant frequencies known as
formant frequencies can be of considerable importance for gender
specific emotion recognition. This has been proved in our result
using first four formant frequencies of male and female emotional
utterances collected from different sources. Along with this the
fundamental frequency has been used to distinguish the gender
specific emotions such as angry, fear and happy. To characterize
speech emotions based on gender two spectrums based features as
spectrum magnitude and spectrum amplitude have been extracted
from the male and female utterances. The maximum values of the
proposed spectrum based features have been used to distinguish
the speech emotions based on gender that have not been attempted
earlier.
Rest of the sections is organized as follows: The methodology
of feature extraction has been described in section II. Section
III provides a detailed description of the classification scheme
employed. The results obtained and characterization of speech
emotions based on gender using different features is shown in
section IV. The classification accuracy obtained with different
gender is compared with that of gender independent emotion
recognition results. Section V concludes the work.
II. Feature Extraction Techniques
Feature extraction from the database and classification of the
emotions based on the features are two important module of an
emotion recognition system. These sections are elaborated in this
section with our proposed feature extraction method characterizing
human speech emotions based on gender.
Fig. 1 provides the proposed method of gender based speech
emotion recognition. It consists of the feature extraction module
that provides the necessary gender specific speech emotion features
to the chosen classifier. Classification of both genders are done
both individually and also in combination of total utterances to
compared the results.
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frequency domain analysis of the signal is more informative
than time domain analysis particularly for speech and emotion
recognition [13]. The proposed spectrum based features uses
the magnitude of the spectrum to distinguish gender specific
information of emotional utterances. The magnitude of the
spectrum is estimated here using the absolute value of the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of the signal. Considering a signal x(n),
its FFT as X(K), the relationship can be given by
Fig. 1: Proposed Method of Gender Based Speech Emotion
Recognition
A. Fundamental Frequency
Pitch or fundamental frequency is one of the relevant prosodic
features that can characterize speech, emotions adequately [89]. It is both gender and emotion specific. It varies with age and
among speakers. Pitch is estimated here using autocorrelation
method in this work to obtain the frequency content of the human
gender during emotional encounter [10]. The extraction method
is phase insensitive and is simple due to use of single multiplier
and an accumulator. Ease of hardware implementation, direct and
straightforward method of estimation from the signal waveform
instead of using complex spectral method of extraction makes the
method popular. For estimation of fundamental frequency, the
ACFs (autocorrelation coefficients) are computed as given by
			

(1)

Where, τ denotes the time lag. ACF can attain the highest value
for the condition given byx(n)=x(n+τ). For a time period T of
x(n) and any integer I the ACF will attain the peaks at τ=IT. The
highest value among ACFs is given by A(0) with lower peaks
at increasing in value of τ. From the position of the peaks, the
fundamental frequencies can be computed at τ=T.
B. Formant Frequencies
Formant frequencies represent the resonant frequencies of the
vocal tract. These are unique to gender, speaker type, emotions
and age. Due to varied shape and dimension of vocal tract of
different gender, the formant frequencies differ. France et. al., 2001
observed that, the formants differ with stressed speech than neutral
one due to variation in efforts in articulating voiced sounds [11].
Hence, the feature is relevant in the context of speech emotion
recognition. Although, during conversation human vocal tract
attains resonance a number of times, usually, the first five or six
resonant frequencies are sufficient to study the analysis band of
the speech signal. It is observed that, the first formant frequency
generally occurs between 300 to 800 Hz, second between 7002200 Hz, third between 1800 to 2800 Hz, fourth below 3500
Hz and fifth around 4500 Hz [8, 12]. In this work, the first four
formants are considered for the proposed gender based emotional
speech classification. The formants are estimated here using linear
prediction method. For an L-order all-pole model representing the
vocal tract, the angles of the poles
considered to be far away
from the z-plane represents the formant and is given by [8].
				

(2)

C. Spectrum Features
The vibration of vocal tracts and vocal folds often gives the
frequency information of a speaker affective state. Hence,
w w w. i j e c t. o r g

(3)
Convolution of the spectrum magnitude with unit impulse function
is done to obtain the spectrum amplitude of the signal.
III. K-means Classification
To recognize gender based speech emotions K-means classifier
is used in this work. This is a hard clustering algorithm which
sections the m-dimension extracted features sets of each gender
representing an emotional class into K-clusters. The K-clusters
belongs to the designated gender each having a cluster center.
A minimization of the objective function is achieved to obtain
optimum convergence using squared error function [14]. Denoting
the cluster center as Zl having feature point xq(l) and distance
measure norm between the feature points and cluster center as‖∙‖,
the objective function can be defined by
			
(4)
The K-means algorithm has been implemented in the following
steps
1. Centroid computation: Select the K-points centroids.
2. Iteration: Form K-cluster by repeating the procedure and
allotting corresponding feature points of the desired gender
containing the emotional class to the nearest centroid.
3. Re-estimate: The cluster centers are re-estimated iteratively
unless no change in cluster center is manifested.
IV. Results and Discussion
The objective of this paper is to extract gender specific information
from emotional speech utterances and characterize these using
suitable speech features. The emotional utterances involving both
genders are collected from B-Tech students of our university
that contained a large pool of students of both genders. Twenty
utterances of angry, fear and happy emotional states are finally
selected from approximately three hundred samples collected
randomly and tested for adequate emotional expressions by three
linguistic professors of our institute. The data are recorded in a
good quality Samsung mobile set in MP3 format and converted
to .wav format using format factory software. The signals are
digitized in the process of conversion and a sampling rate of 16
KHz is maintained in the process.
The emotions are separated based on gender for the characterization
with our chosen feature extraction techniques. As frequency
informative features are more reliable particularly for speech
emotion recognition, hence few efficient frequency domain
approaches have been adapted for extracting suitable gender
information from these signals. Fundamental frequency, first four
formants as F1, F2, F3 and F4, spectrum magnitude and spectrum
amplitude information are extracted initially. Average spectrum
magnitude of each utterance of corresponding gender is extracted
representing the concerned emotional class. The plot of spectrum
magnitude obtained in this way of both gender is shown in fig.
2 through fig. 4.
International Journal of Electronics & Communication Technology
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Fig. 2: Characterization of Gender Based Angry Speech Emotion
Using Spectrum Magnitude in dB

Fig. 3: Characterization of Gender Based Fear Speech Emotion
Using Spectrum Magnitu de in dB

Fig. 4: Characterization of Gender Based Happy Speech Emotion
Using Spectrum Magnitude in dB
It is observed that, male have higher average spectrum magnitude
as compared to that of female for all the chosen emotional state
as shown in these Figures. The range of magnitude varied from
200 to 900 for male as against 100 to 400 in case of female for
angry state as found from fig. 2. Similarly, the range of magnitude
is 100 to 500 for male and 5 to 300 for female using fear state
(Figure 3). It is from 50 to 230 for male and from 5 to 180 for
female using happy state (Fig. 4). It can be concluded that, angry
and fear states have higher spectrum magnitude as compared to
the happy state.
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Fig. 5: Characterization of Gender Based Angry Speech Emotion
Using Signal Frequency

Fig. 6: Characterization of Gender Based Fear Speech Emotion
Using Signal Frequency

Fig. 7: Characterization of Gender Based Happy Speech Emotion
Using Signal Frequency
The variation of spectrum amplitude of male and female for angry,
fear and happy state of a single utterance is shown in Figure 8
through Figure 10 respectively. The spectrum amplitude has been
higher for female compared to that of male in these figure for
the chosen emotional states. This may be due to higher energy
of female voices as compared to that of male voices. However, a
more intense study in this regard using power and energy based
algorithm is required to completely authenticate this claim.

Use of frequency of the signal in describing human gender in
speech signal is shown in fig. 5 through fig. 7. As claimed in
literature, the fundamental frequency of female is higher than
that of male. It varied from 200 Hz to 1000 Hz and from 30 to
300 for female and male speakers respectively for angry state as
shown in fig. 5.
The corresponding range for female fear and happy states are
from 500 Hz to 1000 Hz (Fig. 6) and from 200 Hz to 650 Hz
for happy state (Fig. 7). Male utterances have shown lower
fundamental frequencies as compared to female as observed from
these Figures.
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Fig. 8: Variation of Spectrum Amplitude for Gender Based Angry
Speech Emotion
w w w. i j e c t. o r g
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Fig. 9: Variation of Spectrum Amplitude for Gender Based Fear
Speech Emotion

Fig. 10: Variation of Spectrum Amplitude for Gender Based Happy
Speech Emotion
Four formant frequencies as F1, F2, F3 and F4 of each utterance
for both genders are extracted. The average of F1 of all formants
are computed and tabulated for both gender. Similarly, average
of F2, F3 and F4 of both gender are also computed and tabled
for comparison. Table 1, provides the desired gender based
comparison of all the chosen state using formant frequencies.
It can be argued that, the female have higher of these values as
compared to male speakers.
Table 1: Comparison of Gender based Speech emotion Using
formant Frequencies F1=First Formant, F2 =Second Formant,
F3 =Third Formant, F4 =Fourth Formant

Table 2: Gender based K-means Classification of different
Emotional State
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The recognition accuracy using K-means classifier using gender
information of the emotions is shown in Table 2. Highest
recognition accuracy has been observed with spectrum amplitude
features followed by spectrum magnitude. Formant frequencies
and fundamental frequency provided meager difference in
accuracy. The male recognition accuracy for speech emotion has
been more than the female accuracy. Combination of both gender
in recognition of human speech emotions provided the lowest
accuracy among all.
V. Conclusion
Gender identification is a crucial issue in speech recognition due
to varied application as explained earlier. The challenge remains
wide open when the speech signal is colored with emotions. The
recognition accuracy improves involving gender information with
emotion recognition as reported in literature surveyed in this work.
Hence an attempt is taken to characterize gender information in
emotional speech signal using frequency informative features.
Other effective feature that can describe gender information in
speech emotion is an area need to be explored further. Further the
classification based K-means has been attempted with good amount
of accuracy. Comparison of other classifiers in similar condition
with efficient features will give new feature directions.
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